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Abstract
This graduate design project argues that language is spatial, and seeks
to examine the relationship between language, place and local ecology.
Specifically asking the question of how local environments can play a
role in shaping language, ultimately influencing the speaker’s perception
of space and environment. The rapid decline of Indigenous languages
over the last 300 years due to colonization and industrialization has led
to the loss of localized knowledge surrounding culture and ecology. As
a response to this decline, many Indigenous communities are working
to revive and sustain their languages. This research project investigates
the possibility of landscape architecture being a vehicle for developing
outdoor spaces conducive to language revitalization. The project will
examine the endangered Haida language as an example of this phenomena
and develop a proposal for how landscape architecture might be able to
contribute to Haida Gwaii’s language revitalization movement.
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My last name is Gagnon-Creeley;

Mon nom de famille est Gagnon-Creeley;

Personal Narrative

My mother, Denise Gagnon, is French-Canadian.

Ma mère, Denise Gagnon, est québécoise.

Growing up in rural Quebec, the language I spoke was vital to how I maneuvered
in the spaces around me. In Quebec, your identity is tied to the language you speak.
The way you interact with the world and spaces you inhabit change dramatically depending on your language—Anglophones tend to live in certain areas while
Francophones live in others.

My father, Michael Creeley, is Irish.

Two names,
two languages,
my existence lies in two worlds.

These two languages flow through me,
and speak of,
my history,
my ancestors,
my home,
my identity.
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Mon père, Michael Creeley, est irlandais.

Deux noms,
deux langues,
j’existe dans deux mondes.

Les deux langues font partie de moi.
Elles parlent,
de mon histoire,
mes ancêtres,
ma patrie,
mon identité.

I happened to be a hybrid—I was born and raised in both. My identity then, is
entirely different from most. As a bilingual Quebecer, I was able to move and exist
in between two completely different worlds. French and English flow through me
like water. Both languages are me, I could not exist outside of them. On a daily
basis my brain switches from one language to the next, and with each switch I see
the world from a different perspective.
When I first moved to Vancouver, I found it challenging to suddenly have one part
of me almost be suppressed. I was no longer surrounded by French signs or husky
Quebecois accents. One side of me was excited to be introduced to a non-hybrid
English world, but a part of me has always felt missing here.
For this reason, I began to examine language in relation to identity and understanding of space, and the repercussions of losing or suppressing languages. I cannot
imagine a world in which I do not speak French and English, who I am would
cease to be. I can only imagine what it feels like to be one of the last speakers of
a language, knowing what that will mean for your community and generations to
come.
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Problem Statement

“When you lose a language,
you lose a culture, intellectual wealth, a work of art.
It’s like dropping a bomb on the Louvre.”
Ken Hale (as quoted in Davis, 2009, 5)

We communicate with others everyday using words that describe and shape the
way we perceive the world. The languages we speak inform our identity and our
understanding of home and place. Could you imagine if suddenly you were no
longer permitted to speak that language? How would that affect you and your
relationship to your space? What if the new language you are forced to speak can
no longer aptly describe what you see, hear and understand?
Indigenous languages are currently on the decline and as a response, the United
Nations has declared 2019 the International Year of Indigenous Languages. The
United Nations Permanent forum on Indigenous Languages have noted that “more
than half of the world’s languages will become extinct by 2100” (2018, para. 2),
with many of these being Indigenous languages. Canada has experienced a loss
of Indigenous languages, due to assimilation practices under the Indian Act, with
88 Indigenous languages being listed by UNESCO as being endangered (2010,
interactive map). Indigenous language revitalization has been an important area
of focus to help empower communities and individuals within Canada and has
been listed as a key step to reconciliation (Truth and Reconciliation Commission
of Canada, 2015, 2).
Languages are inherently tied to identity and understanding of space (Muehlebach:
2001, Errington: 2003, Guardado: 2010, Eastman: 1985, Tuan: 1991). Linguists
and anthropologists alike are concerned about what this rapid loss of indigenous
languages will mean to communities in terms of identity and traditional knowledge
about culture, history and the environment. If this knowledge is lost, we risk losing
vital information about how our world operates.
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Thesis Statement

“A language, of course,
is not merely a set of grammatical rules or a vocabulary.
It is a flash of the human spirit,
the vehicle by which the soul of each particular culture
comes into the material world.
Every language is an old-growth forest of the mind,
a watershed of thought,
an ecosystem of spiritual possibilities.” (Davis, 2009, 3)

This project examines the idea that language is spatial, and that Indigenous
languages are embedded with knowledge about local environments which are
essential to preserve. This idea derives from the term ecolinguistics, which argues
that “language plays a crucial role in the acquisition, accumulation, maintenance,
and transmission of human knowledge concerning the natural environment and
ways of interacting with it” (Romaine, 2007, 129). If we continue to lose
Indigenous languages, it is an indication that we are also losing biodiversity and
“the survival of knowledge that may be of use in the conservation of the world’s
ecosystems” (Romaine, 2007, 129).
Considering that Indigenous languages are so integral to developing an
understanding of a local environment and culture, landscape architects can play
a role in developing outdoor language revitalization programs with communities.
The acquired knowledge on spatial design and ecology gives landscape architects
a unique opportunity to assist with the development of outdoor spaces within
communities that could foster a learning environment for ecolanguages.
This research asks the questions:
1) How can the qualities of a landscape be amplified to become a conducive
space for re-learning a language that is so deeply embedded in place?
2) In what ways can landscape architecture enable place-based learning and
help in efforts to revitalize language?
I would like to examine how language and oral histories might be taught outside of
a classroom setting, and work with the Haida community in developing a space for
learning and absorbing the Haida language. I hope that this project will serve as a
case study for how Indigenous communities in Canada can reclaim their ancestral
lands, and how landscape architects can collaborate to include Indigenous communities in the design process.
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Revitalization

Three Site
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Figure 1: Methodology

Two Methodology
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The overall research strategy is that of logical argumentation, as theories are being defined and relationships
are being made between these theories. This strategy will be achieved firstly and primarily through a
literature review. During the time of site analysis, ethnographic research will take place in the form of indepth interviews. On-site interviews in Haida Gwaii with Haida elders involved in language revitalization
efforts will be conducted to further understand the site and the spatiality of language and place in the Haida
setting. Specific sites will be identified while conducting on-site interviews, as there will be questions
regarding spaces within the communities or the islands at large that are of socio-cultural significance. I
imagine that there will be a series of small-scale and large-scale sites to work with in the final design project. Once these sites have been identified I will catalogue these areas through photography and sketching.
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I have chosen Haida Gwaii as my site for multiple reasons. The first is that it is a community within Canada
that is actively fighting against colonization; from fighting the extensive logging of sacred areas, to taking
over the management of their ancient villages, to successfully renaming their land in the Haida language (it
was named the Queen Charlotte Islands when Europeans discovered the land). Haida Gwaii is in a distinct
situation in which it is an “isolated” language group—which means that linguists are unable to relate Haida
to any other language in the world, it exists on its own. The language is endangered, with only 40 fluent
speakers, most of whom are elders (Kaawaas & Bell, 2011). There has been an active effort to revitalize the
language, through the development of dictionaries done through the Skidegate Haida Immersion Program
which seeks to record speakers and catalogue as many words and conversations as possible. The language
is also beginning to be taught in primary and secondary schools on the island, but there remains a gap in
the community (mid-20s and baby boomers) who have not had access to learning the language but are beginning to do so. Here, I see the potential for developing a series of sites where language can be taught and
learned in outdoor settings.
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These areas of study, while first viewed separately, will have many intersections between one another,
which will eventually inform a final design project. This design project will examine where language
revitalization may be suited in the outdoor realm. More specifically I would like to work with the Haida
community in developing a space or spaces for learning and absorbing the Haida language. I hope that this
project will serve as a case study for how Indigenous communities can reclaim their ancestral lands, and how
landscape architects can collaborate to include Indigenous communities in the design process.
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This research is split into four areas of investigation; the spatiality of language, landscapes of identity &
memory, language revitalization, and finally the examination of one site in particular—the archipelago
of Haida Gwaii. The spatiality of language will be examined through the notion of ecolinguistics and its
relation to biocultural diversity and the ethnosphere, followed by an analysis of why Indigenous languages
are dying and the repercussions of this in terms of localized knowledge and identity. Finally, there will be
a synthesis of current theories on the best practices of revitalization, in the hopes of developing an idea of
how landscape architecture might be involved. The archipelago of Haida Gwaii (X̱ aayda gwaay) will then
be examined as an example of Canadian Indigenous land whose language, Haida (X̱ aad kil), is endangered
and is currently undergoing revitalization efforts.
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Projected Schedule

Sept. Oct.
Proposal
Project Goals
Research
Literature Review
Ethics Proposal
Interviews
Site Analysis
Precedent Analysis
Design Objectives
Design Strategies
Conceptual Design
Final Design

Winter Semester Work Plan

Nov. Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr.

January			
Week 1: Introduction					
				Week 2: Charrette					

Complete GP 1 Booklet
Complete GP 1 Booklet,

											Schedule Interview Times

				

Week 3: Flock Crit					

Site Mapping,

											

Language-Place-Activity Analysis,

											

Interview/Visit Prep

				

Site Visit to Haida Gwaii

Week 4: Flock Crit					

											

February			

Week 5

Interview Transcription

					Transcription

											

Synthesis of Visit

											

Site Selection &

											

Analysis of Community-Identified Sites

				Week 6: Flock Crit					

Set Design Strategies & Program

											

Schematic Design

				

Draft Plans, Sections & Perspectives

Week 7: Silent Review					

				Week 8: Reading Week					Draft Plans, Sections & Perspectives

March			 Week 9: Mid-Term Review				
Draft Detail Drawings
				Week 10 						Refine Draft Plans, Sections, Perspectives
				Week 11 						Presentation Layout / Storyboarding
											

				

Modelling

Week 12: Flock Crit

April				Week 13: Substantial Review
				Week 14
				

Week 15: Final Review

				

Week 16: Booklets Due

May				Week Not Determined					Present to the Council of the Haida Nation
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Two | Discussion
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On the Spatiality of Language
In their most basic form, languages serve to communicate between individuals,
communities, plants, animals, organisms. Languages evolve with time, with each
language revealing the complexities of history and society. While it is commonplace to connect language to the evolution of a culture or society, its connection to
ecology and space have seldomly been examined.
To a certain extent, all languages in some sort derive from their local environments—and it can even be argued that the landscape was the original language for
all humans as they were “the first human texts, read before the invention of other
signs and symbols” (Spirn, 1998, 15). It is through interpreting the landscape that
we learned how to survive and dwell in nature. And it is from there that words
developed around direction, movement and descriptors (Spirn, 1998, p. 15). Most
languages, especially those that would be characterized as Indigenous languages, continue to have strong ties to the land from which they derive. The words,
sentences and way of speaking work to describe the intricacies of their world in
ways that cannot be translated to any other language as the meaning and context
will be lost.

Nee taas kadlee4
Juuxiigandaa

Kadll duugas
Xyaangsyaan5

Taas Kadlee2
Gaaw Kun
Gad Gaywaas
lits’aaw
K’aayang
Gaaw Kaahlii

Yaagunn Kun

Hl’yaalang

Gaaw

Sgidlii

Tlaga Gaawtlaas

Tluu Guhlanaa
Sgang.an

‘Waadan

Hl’yaalang

Xuuya Gandlaa6

Tlldas

Ja.a xiii xyaang
Gaahll Sgaagas
Xuuya

Nee Duu

Figure 4: Haida Names of Northern Graham Island, Haida Gwaii

Adapted from the Council of the Haida Nation’s Ocean & Way of Life Map.

K’aal T’awts’ii
Kamdis
K’aanuuwaas

The map was produced with Haida elders who went on a 2 week boating
excursion in which they navigated the entire Haida Gwaii coast and recorded the
Haida names for each place. These names are only a fraction of what was
recorded.
1

Way out Here

2

Sand Reef
Open Water
Grease Hill

3

Hlgihlaa ‘aalaa

4

Xu’aduus

5

Sand House Reef

6

Flowing Across

7

‘Waan Kun

Maagan
Kwiid Siiwaay

16

Taaw sdalee3

Tsaawan Kun
Tsaawan

There is a disconnect of this phenomenon when we look at languages that have
been far removed from their origins—with colonial languages such as English,
French or Spanish being a prime example of this. Today English is considered
to be the “universal” language—where you could travel to any part of the world
and some form of communication can be conducted in English (Romaine, 2007,
119). But despite this accessibility to the language, not everything is necessarily
translatable—especially when we speak to spatial descriptions of specific cultures
or spaces. Harrison writes, “what people pay attention to in the world, and what
they name in the landscape, may be deeply influenced by the language they speak”
(2007, 113).
For instance, the Spanish and the English came upon the archipelago of Haida
Gwaii in 1774 and 1778 respectively. Upon their arrival, English settlers set about
renaming the islands to their language, and this meant either mis-translating
what locals were saying in Haida, or simply renaming places after prominent
English people of that time. As such, Haida Gwaii was known up until 2010 as
the Queen Charlotte Islands. There is a huge discrepancy between the settler
names (Figure 4) and their original names (Figure 5) in which entire meanings and
understandings of place were lost in English. The Haida names for local spaces
reflect where food grows or is sourced or places that hold important cultural
meaning in their oral history. Comparatively, the English names in the same areas
lack context entirely, negating any of the knowledge that was embedded in the
Haida names. The English words that came instead embodied the colonial nature
of the culture, in which places were renamed to either reference places that were
familiar in England, or to reference notable British people of the time.

Nee Kun

Siigaay3

Talaasdawee1

Gaahllns Kun

Raven’s River
Historical Settlement

‘Laanas
Kwiid
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Rose Spit3
Dixon Entrance2
North Beach

McIntyre Bay

East Beach

Old Masset

Masset Inlet

Yakun Point

Masset1

Nagdon Hill
Hiellen

Argonaut Hill
Hiellen River

Drizzle Lake

Graham Island6

Hecate Strait5

Pure Lake

Figure 5: English Names of Northern Graham Island, Haida Gwaii
Information retrieved from the government of British Columbia’s Geographical Names Office

While Masset is a Haida word, it refers to the general area in the
north. The correct name for this area in Haida is Uttewas.

1

Named after Captain George Dixon, who was the one who named the
Queen Charlotte Islands after his vessel, the “Queen Charlotte”.

2

Named after George Rose, a 17th century British MP, who was close
friends with William Pitt, the then-Prime-Minister of Britain.

3

Port Clements4

4

Named after Captain George Henry Richards’ ship, the HMS Hecate.

Named after Herb Clements, a local Canadian Member of Parliament
who gave the community a wharf for naming the town after him.

5

Named after Sir James Graham, 2nd Baronet, an 19th century British
politician who oversaw the Royal Navy.

6

Ecolinguistics

This relationship between space and language has been referred to by linguists
as ecolinguistics. Most notably studied by Suzanne Romaine and Daniel Nettle,
ecolinguistics refers to the relationship between languages and space, and how this
shapes individual and communal perceptions of how the world works. Ecolinguistics also examines the relationship between how humans understand and treat the
natural world; the farther removed from its origins, the more likely a language will
lack context, an understanding and an appreciation of the natural world (Stibbe,
2015, 2). As Stibbe writes, “it is through language that the natural world is mentally reduced to objects or resources to be conquered, and it is through language
that people can be encouraged to respect and care for the systems that support life”
(2015, 2). For instance, languages such as English, French or Spanish are languages that derive from countries who colonized other lands far away from their origins. While certain aspects of these colonizing languages may have adapted to the
new land, the original meanings of certain words cannot capture the importance
or meaning of the new spaces that they inhabit, leading to a disconnect with local
knowledge.
As such, examples of ecolinguistics are more predominant when looking at
Indigenous languages. The word Indigenous can be defined as being so entrenched
in a space “that you reflect its very entrails, its soul” (Cajete, 1994, 87).
Ecolanguages are “highly adapted to their environments” (Romaine & Nettle,
2000, 44). Each language acts as an “interpreter” and the “collective memory”
for a community, in which words and sounds are used to describe the importance
of the land’s plants, animals and land forms (Harrison, 2007, 102). These words
are specific to one place, one piece of land, one history, one environment. While
some might be easily translatable to other languages, other words may lose their
meaning entirely (Figure 3). When placed outside of the land from which they derive, some languages may no longer hold the same meaning. For instance, the Haida
language has 30 distinct words to describe types of waves (Porter, 2017), while
the English language has the one word—wave. This infers how the Haida have a
very strong understanding of their local environment, especially in the context of
marine life. The ocean was fundamental to the community’s worldview and as
such, the language used to describe the marine life was extremely rich. These words
cannot be translated or understood in the same way in English where we need to
use entire sentences to describe the same experiences, connotations and meanings.
It is for this reason that Indigenous language preservation is so important. Languages
provide an “inventory of the items a culture talks about and has categorized in order
to make sense of the world and to survive in a local ecosystem” (Romaine & Nettle,
2000, 60). Without this inventory, without these words, entire ecosystems become
misunderstood and mismanaged. As we lose linguistic diversity, we also risk
losing biodiversity (Romaine, 2007, 127; Maffi & Woodley, 2010, 11). As
Indigenous languages are lost, local knowledge and a deeply embedded understanding of place is lost.
Figure 7: A comparison of the English word “wave” and 9 of the 30 Haida words for wave
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wave

taayda.la

skiiga

glaayii

tidal wave

splashing from waves

calm waves

gaadhla

luu 'yuu dala

tl'aat'axung

wave crashing against rock

big waves

splashing waves on beach

luuwaay

guungxagang

xuudgaayuuwah

wave

short breaking waves

waves smoking up
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On Language Loss
Indigenous languages are declining at a rapid rate and make up the vast majority of
linguistic diversity in the world (Romaine, 2007, 115). Roughly 80% of the world
population speaks only 75 languages while the other 20% speak the other 6800
known languages (Romaine, 2007, 118). It is estimated that roughly 60% to 90%
of these languages will become extinct in the next 100 years (Romaine, 2007, 115)
and that “the last speakers of probably half the world’s languages are alive today”
(Romaine, 2007, 116). Linguists have noted a number of reasons for why this is
happening, but the most prominent reasons are that of colonialism and globalization. As Europeans colonized other countries, colonial languages were forced onto
communities as a tool of power and assimilation. As a defense mechanism,
communities began hiding the language from the colonizers or would stop
speaking it all together (Romaine & Nettle, 2000, 6). Further, as the industrial
revolution began and people began to move to more urbanized areas in search
of better economic conditions, individuals found more use in learning the more
predominant or colonial language commonly used in the city rather than
maintaining their native language (Maffi & Woodley, 2010, 4).
Within Canada, language loss has occurred with every Indigenous community. It
is estimated that roughly 300 languages existed in North America pre-European
contact, and that 170 exist today (Bringhurst, 2002, 10). Statistics Canada notes
that there are over 60 Indigenous languages being spoken in Canadian homes
today (2018). This loss can be entirely attributed to colonial practices of
assimilation, in which Indigenous languages were vilified and Indigenous
communities were forced to learn English. More specifically, the Indian Act
introduced in the late 1800s was a tool for the Canadian government to exert power
over Indigenous communities throughout Canada, in the hopes of eliminating their
cultures entirely and have them integrate into Euro-Canadian ideals. The Indian
Act used measures such as implementing the residential school system, re-naming
individuals to have European names, forbidding traditional ceremonies, and the
forbidding of speaking their native language (Joseph, 2015). The repercussions of
this Act can be felt today and large parts of the Indian Act itself continues to exist
and govern Canadian Indigenous communities.
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“We are speaking about
a waterfall of destruction
unprecedented in the history of our species.
In our lifetime half of the voices of humanity are being silenced.”

(Davis, 2009, 166)
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On Landscapes of Identity
Languages are integral to both an individual and collective identity. When
languages die, so do the stories, traditions and information that were embedded in
its words. We lose a unique perception of how the world operates--each language
carries a specific meaning and context that when translated, “its complexity and
richness of expression” risks being lost entirely (Romaine & Nettle, 2000, 12). As
languages die, entire histories die with them. Thousands of generations of history
about how to properly manage and care for local environments are lost, and as a
collective we lose sight of the meanings and importance of these spaces. As Dr.
Gregory Cajete writes, “language is a reflection of how we organize and perceive
the world...in every language there are key words, phrases and metaphors that act
as sign posts to the way we think about the world and ourselves.” (1994, 45).
If languages are so inherently tied to a person’s understanding of space, it can
be implied that a loss of a language would lead to a loss of understanding or
attachment to the space from which the language originates, and by proxy a loss
or misunderstanding of their identity. Words and language play a fundamental role
in maintaining a sense of place as each lexicon speaks to myths and legends and
of what can be interpreted in the landscape (Tuan, 1991, 691). Without the words
to articulate it, the socio-cultural meanings behind land forms, flora and fauna
become lost. “Landscapes are literature in the broadest sense”, in which each organism has a story attached to it (Spirn, 1998, 48). In many Indigenous languages,
the story of the life of a tree or flower is just as important as the story of a human’s
life. It is this deeply rooted history that allows communities to feel attached to the
natural world and the space as a whole (Spirn, 1998, 160).
From a personal standpoint, this notion of connecting to place when you are
exposed to a new language completely resonates with me. Prior to entering the
landscape architecture program at UBC, I knew very little about plants.
Walking through the forest was one big blur of green and brown, a beautiful
blur, but a blur nonetheless. As I began to learn about the names and functions of
trees and shrubs at school, the forest started to become much clearer. Individual
trees and plants became immediately recognizable—I was becoming literate in
forest knowledge. The unfamiliar became familiar because I could now see and
understand the uniqueness of leaves, bark, moss and mushrooms. Through this
new knowledge I then began to understand the relationships from one living thing
to another. I had learned a new language, and I could read a new text and decipher
individual elements of the world around me.
Figure 8: Author’s interpretation of the forest, before learning distinct names & understandings of ecosystems
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One of the very specific types of knowledge that is lost when languages fade is local knowledge
of flora and fauna, or rather “folk taxonomies” (Harrison, 2007, 48). Folk taxonomy is the
naming of flora and fauna specific to one local environment, and the name often has larger cultural
or historical connotations. Embedded in one word there can be references to a myth, a history or
information about how to care or cultivate for the referenced living being. Unlike Western
scientific taxonomy, there is something much more personal to this kind of naming system,
in which each word provides more insight into the culture at large. As Tuan writes, “naming
is power—the creative power to call something into being, to render the invisible visible, to
impart a certain character to things” (1991, 688). For groups who were not nomadic, these words
have often developed or evolved through thousands of years of observation of one specific place,
allowing for a truly “sophisticated” definition of the intricacies of a local environment (Harrison,
2007, 48). Often these words will also reference the relationships between different living beings
(Harrison, 2007, 48).
If words such as these are lost and replaced with words from languages that are far-removed and
unrelated to the land, this has large implications on how a community or individual relates to their
land. It creates a system in which it is more difficult to feel attached to the environment around
them. In many Indigenous languages, the relationship to the natural world is explicit. Language
is where “the land itself is breathed into being by human consciousness” (Davis, 2009, 124). If
these words and understandings about the connection between different living beings are lost
in translation, eco-linguists warn that there will be issues in the future especially regarding the
local environmental management of these spaces, as the negation of the language could lead to
a misunderstanding of the implicated ecologies (Romaine & Nettle, 2000, 51). At an individual
level, there is concern that a loss of language could lead to “psychological and physical maladies”
as for many Indigenous communities, the loss of language and sense of place essentially feels as
though they are losing their soul (Cajete, 1994, 85). Observing the effects of the forced removal
of Indigenous languages on North American communities, Cajete notes that “they withered like
mountain flowers pulled from their mother soil” (1994, 85).
An important aspect of the relationship between language and space is that of transmission.
Many Indigenous communities have an oral culture, in which language is transmitted primarily
through storytelling and communication with one another. The language and words are preserved
in speech and through the act of refining and retelling stories from generation to generation. The
word is the photograph, the journal entry, the map. Without speech or as Cajete refers to it “the
breath” (1994, 42), language cannot remain alive and in a way the liveliness of a space ceases to
exist in the same way that it did. This process of storytelling is also a way to socialize and ensure
that all community members feel like they are a part of something, further bolstering “a people’s
bond to place” (Tuan, 1991, 686).
Figure 9: Author’s interpretation of the forest, after learning distinct names & understandings of ecosystems
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Three | Approach
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The Language Ecology
The language revitalization movement has been at the forefront of strategies to
empower Indigenous communities and individuals. Revitalization efforts predominantly take the form of cataloging audio recordings and written transcriptions of
the languages. While this is important, linguists and educators alike argue that
these actions are important but risk seeing the languages as “artifacts” rather than
living entities (Romaine, 2007, 126). What has been encouraged as a more effective strategy instead is focusing on the transmission of the language within the
communities from which they originate. The reason for this is that the language
is essentially non-existent if no one is speaking it. Therefore, linguists believe
that the focus should be on designing “language ecologies”, an idea that revolves
around reinforcing the community’s “social environment and domains in which a
language is used” (Romaine, 2007, 126).

Place-Based Learning

So, what does a healthy “language ecology” look like? Linguists and educators
alike agree that language revitalization is most effective when it is taught:

Inter-Generational Transmission

1) Within the place from which the language is based
2) Through “intergenerational transmission” (Romaine, 2007, 122)
3) Through “doing” (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006, 36)

Figure 10: Design Strategy

Learning through “Doing”
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klaagii

hlk' inxa

hlk' inxa

tlldagaaw

tlldagaaw

Landscape as “Textbook”

One of the principle strategies behind Indigenous education is the idea of using
the landscape as “textbook” (Cajete, 1994, 91) where students are immersed in
landscape. This kind of immersion connects a tribe to their place, “establishing
their relationship to the land and the earth in their minds and hearts” (Cajete, 1994,
39). This idea is especially conducive when learning a new language, especially
languages that are inherently tied to the natural world. An indoor classroom setting
cannot allow for the words to come to life and make sense in the same way as
experiencing the words outdoors (Figure 11). As we have discussed earlier,
languages are vibrant and alive and adapt to specific contexts—languages cannot
exist in the confinement of four walls.

Figure 11: A comparison of learning in a classroom setting vs. learning in the landscape
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Rediscovery Program
Thom Henley

Location
The Rediscovery Program takes place in two camps on Haida Gwaii, ‘Laanaa
DaaGang.nga (Swan Bay) in the South, and T’aalan Stl’ang (Lepas Bay) in the
North.
Context
In the 1970s, there was a crisis among the youth of Haida Gwaii—who were
dealing with substance abuse and violence. The community, with Thom
Henley spearheading the project, started the Rediscovery Program. Indigenous
and non-indigenous youth in the community were invited to T’aalan Stl’ang to
develop relationships with nature that in turn would bolster feelings of selfworth and community amongst the youth. The program still exists today and has
expanded to two sites on Haida Gwaii and 21 other sites in the province of British
Columbia.

Desired Design Qualities

Immersion

Connection to Land

Figure 12: Swan Bay Rediscovery for Coast Funds, n.d., https://bit.ly/2QeYAzR

Concept
The sites are completely remote and have been built for stays that last 10-14 days.
The camping sites are in the style of traditional Haida architecture (Figure 12).
The site is quite basic to ensure that youth spend most of their time outdoors to
encourage them “to notice their surroundings, and to become involved in the world
around them” (Henley, 1989, 28). The activities range from making meals together
to gathering food and hiking (Henley, 1989, 37).
I am drawn to two ideas behind this program—the first being the idea of complete immersion in nature, free from distraction. This isolation from the rest of the
world forces participants to be truly immersed and notice the nature around them.
I also really appreciate how the program was developed with the community—
most predominantly the Haida elders. This transmission of knowledge and learning allowed for the entire community to be involved in the process and developed
relationships between the youth and Elders that transcended the program (Henley,
1989, 34). The elders also advised on the types of activities and where specifically
the activities should take space. In the design phase of this project I hope to
consult community members is this regard, to determine suitable spaces to teach
the language outdoors within and outside of the towns.
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Sense of Community

Figure 13: Rediscovery Foundation, n.d., https://bit.ly/2VnUU2w
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Intergenerational Transmission

An important aspect to teaching language is creating spaces that foster
relationships between different generations. In Indigenous communities, elder
input is vital as they are the generation within the community that carry the group’s
memories, history and language. Romaine argues that the single-most effective
way to ensure that a language lives, is through the transmission of knowledge
between generations (Romaine, 2007, 122). How this might look may vary for any
community, but this is an extremely important design consideration. How can a
design be suitable and accommodate all generations?
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Seljord and the Legends
Feste Landscape & Rintala Eggertsson Architects

Desired Design Qualities

Accessibility

Comfort

Location
Seljord is a municipality East of Oslo, which is known for “rich oral tradition
that is still very much alive”(Feste Landscape, n.d.). The design takes place along
Seljord Lake.
Context
In 2008 the municipality was looking to revitalize tourism and development and
wanted to highlight the legends and myths of the land. Seljord Lake has a vast
oral history about a serpent living in the lake, where Feste describes the site as the
place of“Seljord’s identity and soul” (Feste Landscape, n.d.). Throughout the years
people say they have seen the serpent, even going so far as to provide their
personal information and specific dates/times/locations to corroborate their stories.
Feste Landscape describes this site as being significant not only for its natural
beauty but for the embedded stories and tales and wanted to highlight this in their
design.
Concept
“…a landscape of tales and legends.” (Feste Landscape, n.d.) The design includes
an accessible trail, art installations and spaces that frame or give aerial views of
the site. Rintala Eggertsson Architects designed the lookout spaces, while Feste
designed the trails and art installations that tell stories of the myths on the site. The
trails themselves are flat but quite winding, inviting the user to take their time and
appreciate each element of the path. The paths are slightly above ground at times
or are sometimes at the same level as the ground. The use of toned-down, natural
colours and materials allow for the designs to blend and for the natural landscape
to be highlighted.

Figure 14: Feste Landscape. (n.d). Seljord and the legends. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2CiiLHZ

Storytelling

Figure 15: Feste Landscape. (n.d). Seljord and the legends. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2CiiLHZ

Integrated into Landscape

What I love about this project is that it highlights the natural & mythical landscape
without dominating the scenery. The design moves are subtle and beautiful, leaving room for the user to become a wanderer. The site is also close enough to the
town which allows for easy accessibility to all community members. There are a
lot of opportunities for people to sit, and take the route slowly, which I think is very
important for creating a space that accommodates all age groups.
Figure 16: Feste Landscape. (n.d). Seljord and the legends. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2CiiLHZ
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The Act of “Doing”

One of the unanimous concepts of ensuring language revitalization in communities
is the idea of aligning language learning to specific activities (Lomawaima &
McCarty, 2006, 36). The physical act of doing something allows for students,
young and old, to absorb the language better and to understand how the language
can be applied to their everyday life. This way of teaching is already used in many
indigenous communities but is still not as widely accepted in schooling and
teaching systems, which still tend to refer to Westernized ideals of teaching in a
classroom setting (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006, 37; (Cajete, 1994, 33).
Cajete writes how it was through “day-to-day life experiences” that individuals
would learn about traditions and languages and argues that we should continue
to foster this kind of learning environment (Cajete, 1994, 33). In the context of
ecolanguages which are so inherently tied to the land, it can be inferred that the
teaching of the language would be well suited in an outdoor setting that had
traditional activities tied to it.
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Desired Design Qualities

Edge of the Knife Film
Council of the Haida Nation, UBC School of Community & Regional Planning

Local Resources

Context
In 2012 the UBC School of Community and Regional Planning assisted in the
creation of a Comprehensive Community Plan with the Council of the Haida
Nation. One of the biggest priorities highlighted among community members was
the need to revitalize the Haida language. There was also a strong need for job
creation within the archipelago. This is where the idea of using “film as a catalyst”
to both help revitalize the language and create new jobs came to fruition (Sandercock, Moraes & Frantz, 2017, 656).
Concept
By viewing the film as a part of the community’s planning process, the film’s
production thus implicated the entire community. From set design (Image 2) to
direction, the community was fully involved in the production of the film. There
was particular input by the community regarding the theme and script writing for
the film.

Figure 17: Glen Kugelstadt for CBC News, Nov. 2, 2017, https://bit.ly/2GQDGro

Community Engagement

The community was first asked to submit ideas for Haida stories that they would
like to see in a film. From there, workshops for writing scrips were provided in
both Skidegate and Masset which preceded a script writing contest. The winners
then worked with Dr. Leonie Sandercock and elders from both villages to develop
a full script, which was then entirely translated by the elders. Community members were then cast for the roles—all of which were untrained actors who could
not speak Haida. A two-week intensive language camp took place with the cast
members and elders who are involved in teaching Haida on the island (Image 3).
There are two concepts that I am drawn to as I move to the design phase of my
project—intergenerational collaboration and the importance of local involvement
in every step of the process. It is essential that whatever I design for the community
uses materials that can be locally sourced, and that community members can play
a role in both its design, construction and maintenance.

Figure 18: Ruth Fremson for the New York Times, Jun. 11, 2017, https://nyti.ms/2taaaBb

Immersion

Figure 19: Ruth Fremson for the New York Times, Jun. 11, 2017, https://nyti.ms/2taaaBb
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Confluence Project: Cape Disappointment State Park
Maya Lin Studios

Desired Design Qualities

Functional Design

Location
Cape Disappointment State Park is located where the Columbia River ends and the
Pacific Ocean meets and is on Kathlamet
(Chinook) territory. Maya Lin’s installation
takes place in a small portion of the site, near
Waikiki Beach.
Context
The Confluence Project is a series of 7 land
art installations that take place along the Columbia River, which is the divider between
Oregon and Washington. It was also the main
passage route for Lewis and Clark, 2 explorers who in 1806 successfully attempted to
find a water route from St-Louis, MI to the
Pacific Ocean. This project wanted to highlight the history of the expedition, the history
of the land and the First Nations communities who inhabit it, while also “giving visitors an immediate and powerful connection
back to the land” (Maya Lin Studios, n.d.).
Maya Lin Studios’ art installations span 15,
000 acres aligning the Columbia River, each
connecting to history, culture and environment. Of these land art installations, the one
that is most prominent and most pertinent
to my study is the series of installations at
Cape Disappointment State Park. Cape Disappointment Park was the final point in the
Lewis & Clark Expedition, as it is here that
they reached the Pacific Ocean.
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Concept
Maya Lin Studio created a series of functional art pieces that highlight the history
and ecology of the site—including a trail, a
boardwalk, the cedar circle, a fish-cleaning
table and a viewing platform. Within each of
these elements there are passages inscribed
into pathways from either the expedition or
from Chinook traditional songs.
The part of the design which I find most fascinating and most pertinent is the fish-cleaning table. The table is made of basalt and inscribed with a Chinook story that “tells the
story of the interdependence of the Chinook
people and the Columbia River’s salmon”
(Confluence Project, n.d.). The table also includes a basin and a hose for cleaning. It is
a piece of art that also integrates contemporary and historical First Nations culture and
is sensitive to the location.
Maya Lin’s design feels sensitive to the communities involved and are simple in design.
There has been some critique particularly
in First Nations publications, who feel that
there could have been more done to include
the First Nations communities throughout
the project as a whole (Daehnke, 2012). That
being said, I think there is value in the idea of
designing spaces as small as a fishing basin
that can be functional and tell a story at the
same time.

Image 1: Andrew Brahe for PDX Monthly, May 19, 2009, https://bit.ly/2rZZeay

Integrated into Landscape

Image 2: Maya Lin Studios, Confluence Project, n.d., http://www.mayalin.com/

Locally-Sourced Materials

Image 3: Nansen Malin for Seaview Life, February 16, 2015, https://bit.ly/2ViwHuB
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Four | Site
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“The Islands at the Edge of the World”
The archipelago of Haida Gwaii is the agglomeration of up to 150 islands in Northern
British Columbia. So north, that on a clear day you can see Alaska from Rose Spit, Haida
Gwaii’s northernmost point. So west, that the next closest piece of land would be Japan.
The islands are completely remote from the rest of the world. If you were trying to get there
from Vancouver, you either need to drive 17 hours to Prince Rupert and take an 8-hour
ferry ride, or you can take a daily plane from YVR airport.
Name a direction on the island, and each is completely unique from the other. The west
is known as being rocky and rugged, and fairly difficult to access by land and water. As
the islands lie along the continental shelf, it means that the waves can be at one moment
completely calm, and in the next moment extremely tumultuous. The landscape on the west
coast of Haida Gwaii is completely different from the other parts with deep fjords and steep
mountains known as the Queen Charlotte mountain range.

Aani
Alaska

Siigaay Dixon Entrance
Kaien

Prince Rupert

Xaayda Gwaay
Haida Gwaii

The South, particularly Moresby Island (the second largest island of the archipelago),
also has its share of mountains, fjords and lush old growth forests. Much of this land is
preserved as national park land, with a number of abandoned villages nestled along the
shoreline. Known as the Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, the land is protected by the
Canadian government but guarded by the Haida. Watchmen live months at a time on the
land and ensure that the land is properly cared for (Parks Canada, 2018).

Siigaay Hecate Strait

The North, also known as Graham Island, is where most people inhabit. Graham Island is
the largest island of the archipelago. The major highway known as Highway 16 connects 6
of the 7 towns on the islands, namely Old Masset, Masset, Port Clements and Tlell in the
North as well as Skidegate and Queen Charlotte City in the South.
The East is known for being much flatter than the rest. With many beaches, sand dunes and
bogs, this part of the islands contrasts significantly to the rugged mountains and lush forests
of the rest. This area is particularly known for Naikoon Provincial Park which makes up the
majority of the Eastern site. Within Naikoon Park lies Tow Hill and Rose Spit which hold
important spiritual significance to the community. The latter, is where the Dixon Entrance
and Hecate Straight meet, and where the origin story of the Haida (Raven and the First
Men) is said to have taken place.

Tang.Gwan Pacific Ocean
Coast Salish,
Nuu-chah-nulth,
Kwakwaka’wakw
Territory
Vancouver Island

?

cəsna əm
Vancouver
1: 3, 000, 000
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Satellite imagery retrieved from Earthstar SIO
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Ferry route to Prince Rupert

Siigaay Dixon Entrance

Nee Kun
Rose Spit

Gaauu

Old Masset / Masset

“Islands of the People”
As mentioned previously, the islands were known until 2010 as the
Queen Charlotte Islands, named after the HMS Queen Charlotte,
which was the first British ship to come upon the archipelago. The ship
was named after the sovereign queen of the time, Queen Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz who was married to King George III, neither of
whom visited the islands. Renamed on June 10th, 2010 to Haida Gwaii
which translates to “Islands of the People”, this move was monumental
for the community. It was a symbolic act of reclaiming the land and their
language.

Gaauu Kaahlii
Masset Inlet

Gaauu Kaahlii Llnagaay
Port Clements

1: 1, 500, 000
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Tlell

Siigaay Hecate Strait

The original inhabitants of the islands are the Haida, who today
make up roughly half of the population on the islands (Statistics
Canada, 2018). The islands were once home to nearly 300 villages, but
due to assimilation policies and European diseases, today there are two
reservations on the islands; Skidegate and Old Masset. While both
have their own village councils and individual organizations for events,
education and governance, both work under the umbrella of the Council
of the Haida Nation. Established in 1973, the Council of the Haida Nation
is the main governing body of the islands and the water surrounding the
islands.
The two official languages under the Haida Nation are English
and Haida language, also written as X̱ aad kil or X̱ aayda Kil. Haida
is considered to be an isolate language as linguists cannot trace
the language to any other language that exists. The language is
also endangered, with only 40 fluent speakers, most of whom are elders
(Kaawaas & Bell, 2011). Revitalization of Haida is considered to be one of
the priorities of the Nation (Council of the Haida Nation, 2018), and they
are actively supporting community organizations such as the Skidegated
Haida Immersion Program and the Old Masset X̱ aad kil Office.

Tl’laal Llnagaay

Daajing.giids
Queen Charlotte City

HlGaagilda
Skidegate

K’il Llnagaay
Sandspit

Tang.Gwan Pacific Ocean

Gwaii Haanas
National Park

Satellite imagery retrieved from Earthstar SIO
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A Brief History of the Haida
The history of the Haida goes in tandem with the evolution of the Haida language. As such, this timeline examines how historical
events have affected language and vice versa.

1774

Pre-Colonial

The Haida origin story refers to Raven finding the first men
in a clam shell and coaxing them to get out of the shell.
The Haida originate from 2 distinct clans, the ravens & the
eagles.
Water was vital to the Haida way of life. They are known for
being extremely skilled and knowledgeable about marine
life. There are records of the Haida travelling as far as
California with their canoes.
Homes, built of cedar, always faced the water. Totem poles
were at the center of the homes, with carvings of animals and
natural phenomena that demonstrated a family’s lineage.

Juan Pérez, a Spanish
colonizer, is the first
European to reach the
islands.

1787

Haida Gwaii is surveyed by
Captain George Dixon of the
HMS Queen Charlotte, the
islands are thus named after
his vessel.

There were an estimated 300 villages on the islands
pre-colonization, shown with red dots to the right. Those that
remained after European illnesses & Canadian assimilation
practices are highlighted in yellow.

1794

The Haida begin
trading sea otter pelts
with the British and
Americans.

1851

1876

The islands are named
the Colony of the
Queen Charlotte
Islands by the British
Colonial Office

1862

European-transmitted
diseases affect the
Haida population, with
severe outbreaks of
tuberculosis &
smallpox. Entire
vilages are abandoned
such as Ninstints
(pictured below).

H
aid

The Indian Act is introduced. The
act is used as a tool of power and
assimilation against Indigenous
communities. Some of the laws that
are enacted include the creation of
the reservation system, the
prohibition of communities from
speaking their native languages and
making potlaches and other
governmental-community events
illegal.

1905

John Swanton, an
American anthropologist, travels to the
islands and is drawn to
the Haida language.
Working with 2 elders,
Gandl & Skaay,
Swanton transcribes
word for word their
stories. He manages to
collect over 5000
pages of notes written
in Haida (Bringhurst,
2002, 13).

1920

WWII increases the
demand for lumber.
The forest industry
becomes the largest
employer on the
islands. (Horwood,
2016, 8).

1973

The Council of the
Haida Nation is
formed.

1998

The Skidegate Haida Immersion
Program was created as an effort
to revitalize the language. It was
SHIP’s intent that the organization be "everything that residential school wasn't" (CHN, 2018).
The program originally had 18
fluent speakers, today there are 9
whose average age is 80 years
old.
The program teaches students of
all ages, has recorded over 240
CDs and has published a glossary
of 11, 000 words.

2016

Haida Gwaii School District 50
adopts a language curriculum to
provide language lessons from
kindergarten to high school.
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The Visit
I felt that community engagement was critical for this design project. After ethical
review from the University of British Columbia’s Research Ethics Board and the
Haida Nation (Appendices A &B), I flew to Haida Gwaii in January 2019 to learn
first-hand about language revitalization efforts within the community. I had two
goals in mind—to immerse myself with the land as much as possible, and to learn
from the community—in particular those who were teaching Haida.
Over the course of the week I had the opportunity to learn from two groups; the
Skidegate Haida Immersion Program and School District 50. In and out of these
experiences I also heard from multiple individuals who I ran into along the way.
The lovely but sometimes stressful thing about Haida Gwaii, is that you can try to
plan as much as possible and yet things will go unplanned. So, while I had a few
interviews lined up before setting foot on the island, I eventually had many casual
conversations with community members that helped me shape ideas about spaces
for teaching Haida.
My first group meeting was in the Skidegate Haida Immersion Program, which
is a language revitalization program that has existed in Skidegate since 1998.
There are 20 elders who go into this center every day, from 9am to 5pm, and they
transcribe, translate and dictate Haida all day. They are language warriors, and their
efforts can be attributed to why we can see Haida in the schools, on street signs, and
in a massive glossary that was given to every home. Their efforts have been so vital
to the community that 9 of these elders recently received honorary degrees from
Vancouver Island University (Haida Nation, 2019).
The Skidegate Haida Immersion Program (SHIP) is set up in a traditional
longhouse. When you enter the building there are a series of tables lined in a
rectangle (Figure 25). There are designated spaces at each of these tables for an
elder or a language learner, much like office space. Each space has its own pile of
books or documents they may be translating. Each table is lined with microphones
and headphones for the elders to record and listen.
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Figure 26: Emilee Gilpin for The National Observer, Feb. 23, 2018, retrieved from https://bit.ly/2FvliOJ
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I presented my work to date to the elders and explained why I was on Haida Gwaii
and the intentions behind this research project. The elders listened but remained
silent for the most part, which many community members afterwards explained to
me is a very normal response. SHIP gets a lot of research requests and it is often
difficult to discern which research projects are best suited to their goals. After I
presented it was organized that I have a one-on-one interview with one of the elders, Yaahldaaju (Gary Russ).
Yaahldaaju was extremely passionate in the way that he spoke about the language
and his experiences learning and using it. In particular, he shared a story about being involved in the Lyell Island protests and how Haida was used as code that only
the protesters could understand. He has been a part of SHIP since its beginnings as
a two-week intensive language program.
When I asked him in particular about the spaces he taught in, responded that “everywhere is a teachable space” (Personal Interview, 2019). He explained to me that
in particular he teaches Haida to his children and grandchildren, and that the best
way to teach them was “through doing”—harvesting, fishing, cooking. He often
brings his grandchildren on road trips to other parts of the island so that they can
learn the language and traditional life skills.
Figure 28: Dii Gway - Haida Bingo. Photo taken by author, Feb. 1, 2019

On the same day I met with Joanne Yovanovich, the superintendent and Haida
curriculum coordinator for Haida Gwaii School District 50. She gave me amazing
insight into what the school district has done in terms of Haida language education,
and also connected me with some of her language teachers, who she referred to as
“the language keepers”.
The schools have mandatory Haida lessons at least once a week, from elementary
school to secondary school. She explained to me how the language is taught in
written and oral form, and that field trips are an integral part to the learning experience.

Figure 27: Entrance to SHIP. Photo taken by author, Jan. 30, 2019
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After speaking with Joanne as well as Joan Moody (Haida language keeper at
Sk’aadgaa Naay Elementary School) & Debi Laughlin (Gidgalang Kuuyas Naay
Secondary School), I noticed a pattern between all of their comments. There were
struggles with timing, access and resources. For instance, the 90 minutes allotted
per week of Haida lessons means that the language keepers do not have much time
to spend with students, and so going outside to teach has become a quite challenging task. As Joan mentioned to me during her interview “can’t take them out as
much as we used to” (Moody, Personal Interview, 2019). Further, the spaces that
teachers would like to take their students out to teach can oftentimes be difficult to
access—for instance the organization of cars or boats are sometimes needed which
may be difficult during a weekday, and Highway 16 can often act as a physical
barrier especially in Skidegate and Queen Charlotte City.
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Chiina

Salmon, herring, halibut
What: Fishing, processing fish
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Boat, basin, table, fish net

Where Haida is Taught

Kayd
Western red cedar, Yellow cedar, Western
Hemlock, Sitka spruce
What: Harvesting (weaving, food, medicine)
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Small axe, carving knife

“Language shouldn’t be taught in a box.” (Debi Laughlin, Personal
Interview, 2019)
After speaking with the language keepers and elders from SHIP, it
became abundantly clear that access needed to be addressed. But
before I could do that, I needed to first determine where and how
exactly language is taught within and outside of the community.
To begin, I started by listing the primary actions that educators
focused on in their teachings (Figure 28). I wanted to first determine
what actions do they focus on to teach and what they need in order
to teach these activities. The activities were almost entirely centered
around harvesting and processing traditional food, but there were
also activities centered around weaving, carving and storytelling.
From there I began to map out where each of these activities take
place, in both the communities of Skidegate – Queen Charlotte City
(Figure 29), and Old Masset – Masset (Figure 30). I also began to
determine harvesting times on the islands in relation to the school
year (Figure 31).
It is important to note that these spaces for teaching are not
exclusive, and that there are likely many more spaces within and
outside the community that language is taught. This is merely one
snapshot of how language is related to these communities, and the
research I have started in this project could be extended into much
larger, more complex maps.

K’yuudang

Kwawhlhal

What: Clam digging
When: Tide-dependent (low tide is best)
Materials: Car, bucket, shovel, table, jars

What: Harvesting & Carving
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Small axe, carving knife

K’ust’aan

Giaahlgalangda

Pacific razor clam, butter clam, horse clam

Dungeness crab, pea crab, red king crab,
spider crab
What: Crab fishing
When: Tide-dependent
Materials: Boat, crab net, table stove, pot

Argilite

Cultural Excursions
What: Storytelling
When: Year round
Materials: Boat, car, table, signage, seating

Figure 29: Analysis of specific actions that relate to the teaching of Haida

Gaan
Salmonberry, soapberry, blueberry, cranberry,
cloudberry, elderberry, gooseberry, salal,
kinnickinnick, thimbleberry
What: Harvesting (food & medicine)
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Basket, table
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Where Language is Taught Locally - South
Sk'aadgaa Naay Elementary School
Sk'aadgaa Naay Ḵayd Elementary School Forest
3
Ḵayd Community Forest
4
Hlgaa Ḵ’aayhllna Balance Rock
5
HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil Naay Skidegate Haida Immersion Program
6
Hiit’aGan.iina Kuuyas Naay Skidegate Youth Center
7
Naagudgiikyagans Skidegate Community Hall
8
Naang.a Naay George Brown Recreation Centre
9
K’aaga Gagawaay First Beach
10
Guuhlga Siiwaay K’yuu Spirit Lake Trail
11
Ḵay Llnagaay Haida Heritage Center
12
Gawyaa Skidegate Inlet
13
Gidgalang Kuuyas Naay Secondary School
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Gidgalang Kuuyas Naay Ḵayd Secondary School Forest
15
Nansgaa Mud Flats
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Figure 30: Where language is taught in Skidegate - Queen Charlotte City
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Where Language is Taught Locally - North
4
5
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3

Taas Ḵadlaa Sand Reef
Xaad Kil Office Haida Language Office
Old Masset Youth Center
Chief Mathews Elementary School
Old Masset Community Hall
Ḵayd Community Forest
Tluu Xaada Naay Longhouse Christian White’s Carving Shed
Tahayghen Elementary School
Gudangaay Tlaats’gaa Naay Secondary School
Delkatla Wildlife Sanctuary
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Gaauu Kaahlii
Masset Inlet
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Figure 32: Ocean Harvest Chart, Adapted from Council of the Haida Nation’s Ocean Way of Life (2011), retrieved from
http://www.haidanation.ca/Pages/documents/pdfs/marine/OceanWay_LR.pdf
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giiahlGalang Gas ga (story time)
This final chapter focusses on the series of stories that were
presented at the final graduate project presentation. The stories, as
you will begin to notice, are not linear—there is no timeline, or
one thread or theme that connects them all together. These stories
are tangled and complicated. Some are about my own life while
others are about a world that exists a million miles away from
where I come from. A world that took everything I thought I knew
and turned it upside down, inside out and sideways. A world where
I was forced to face all of my insecurities, fears, hopes and dreams
and mold them into the future that I want to see as an individual, as
a Canadian, and as a landscape architect.

jiigwaay

tlldagaaw

ocean

mountains

hlk’inxa

forest

k’wii s’aaga

bog

Stories are central in Haida culture. They teach language, teach
life lessons, make you laught or cry. Throughout my visit to Haida
Gwaii, I learned about so many stories that existed on the land.
Some were commonly known to all, while others were deeply
personal. In order to begin to understand the intricacies of these
stories to the land, I began to collect stories and relate them to the
landscape from which they grew out of. Figure 32 illustrates these
ideas.
While I would have loved to have recorded all of the stories I
possibly could and design for each of them, I have instead decided
to focus on 9.

taaw

tow hill

klaagi

coast

Figure 33: Haida Landscapes and their Stories

gandlaay

66

river

nee kun

dune
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unceded
This entire project, while it has looked primarily at Indigenous
languages, also explores our relationship to land as Canadian
landscape architects. Land, that is complex and difficult to describe
or attribute to. Land, that is often stolen and unacknowledged.
I think that as Canadian landscape architects it is vital that as a
minimum, we acknowledge the land that we are on. Our
profession literally deals with shaping the land and acknowledging
a past and a future, it is imperative that this is done with awareness
and acknowledgement of who we are, where we are from, and understanding our relationship as settlers in Canada.
The first step towards this, is to start with your story and to
acknowledge where you come from and why you are here.
And so, it is first necessary that I acknowledge that this project was
developed, designed and presented on the traditional, ancestral, and
unceded territory of the Musqueam, Squamish and T’sleil Waututh
people. I would like to thank these Nations for allowing me to be a
visitor on their lands and for allowing me to learn in Vancouver for
the last 3 years.
I would also like to acknowledge that my project could not exist without the consultation of the Haida Nation and I would like
to thank them for allowing me to do research on the traditional,
ancestral, and unceded territory of the Haida Nation.
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Nee kun

(Rose Spit)

Gaauu

Taaw

(Tow Hill)

gina ‘waadluuxan gud kwaagid (everything is connected)
After hearing from the community, it was determined that access was one of the
primary difficulties that educators faced in getting out into the land. Highway 16
became increasingly the increasingly apparent spine to the book that connected
everyone and everything. There are a million and one stories that can be found
along this highway. Each connecting one more person to this varied landscape.
On this one highway, you can access the towns, the origin story, the forest, the
bogs, the inlet, the mountains and the beaches. This one route, or spine that
connects all of these communities to one another. And it is here where we can
begin to see how to tie in all of the stories that hold knowledge about the land
and the people. Like a thread, the highway can be seen as a space where language
might able to be integrated into an entire system or “language ecology.”

HlGaa K’aayhllna (Balance Rock)

K’aaga Gagawaay (First Beach)
Hlgaagilda

In this project I look at 6 sites specifically, but it is important to note that these
sites are not exclusive…there are many more spaces that the community uses and
values.
Figure 34: The thread & the 6 stories
Figure 35 (following page): Map of Haida Gwaii demonstrating where language is taught
and the 6 stories in relation to the archipelago

Guuhlga Siiwaay (Spirit Lake)

Kay Llnagaay (Haida Heritage Center)
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Sasga

Taaw Kaahlii

What: Harvesting (food & medicine)
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Basket, table

elderberry, gooseberry, salal, kinnickinnick, thimbleberry

Gaan
Salmonberry, soapberry, blueberry, cranberry, cloudberry,

What: Storytelling
When: Year round
Materials: Boat, car, table, signage, seating

Cultural Excursions

Giaahlgalangda

What: Harvesting & Carving
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Small axe, carving knife

Argilite

Kwawhlhal

Kundaals

Keht’a

Ahluu

Daadans

Guudal

Niisii

Tluu Kaahlgajldas Kun

Hlk’aytl’in Gasals Kun

Nuu

K’uu’laanas

Chaal’ung

Needan Suwee

Gw Xilla

Juu Gawga

Nang Xiinga.nga ‘Yuwans Kun

Sing.ga

HlgidGun Suu

XulGaaws

K’ayxada

T’aahldii

Gaw’ina

K’yaal

Gawxaasis

Kalging G

HlGaa TllGuhGa Suu

GawGa Jings

GawGa Gaadagas

w

GaagiiGul

KiijaGaws

Guusgii

St’iitga

SGaada

Kiiga Suu

‘Laana Xaawa

K’iid

Kaayjuutl’lxa

Naagas

Stl’ln.Ga Gw

St’aa K’ii

Xil
Xuudaay Suu

GawGajing

Taajii

Sdaas

Saaw

Ganhlaans

(Tow Hill)

(Rose Spit)

(Spirit Lake)

(First Beach)

(Balance Rock)

Kay Llnagaay (Haida Heritage Center)

Guuhlga Siiwaay

K’aaga Gagawaay

HlGaa K’aayhllna

Taaw

Nee kun

Where Language is Taught

Gw Gud Giijigids

Skay Kun

Guud Kaajii Gw

Hiilang Kun

Kan Laas Kun

Xyuu daw

Ts’aans

Klaagii

Kaayjuu

Kints’ii K’iid

Gangxid Gw

Kay Gw

Sk’ihljaaw Kun

Saanawaay Kun

T’iis Kun
Gw Ts’ihlda

Kilgii Gw

TaaGun Naay

Guuna

Kaayjuu Kun

Ja.a xiii xyaang

Gaaw

Nee taas kadlee

Juuxiigandaa

Xyaangsyaan

Nee Kun

Kadll duugas

Skaajaaws Kun

Taada Sdl’ln

Gaaydu

Nawdas

Gwaay.ii

K’insiGid

Gaw Tl’aad

KiiGa’uu Kun

Gaay.yas Gawdagas

Nang Sdins
SGang Gw

Jaa’adaay HlGaa

Jiidawaay

Gaaydii

Sk’in Gaadll

Xud Xilda

Gan Gan

Xaagyah

SGwaay Kun

Nang’a Gw

K’una Gw

SGwaay Kun Gw

Gaaduu Gw

Xiina Gw

Astaana Gw

Tllga Kun

T’iis Kun

‘Laana DaaGang.nga

Gay

Jil K’aana Kun

Jihl Kaananang Kun

Xaa Ts’ihlda Kun

Daa’a Gw

Kuuniisii Xaw

TlldaGaaw Kuns
Kin.gii

Kiiga Kun

Kaaganda Kun

Dlaayas Kun

Gawdas

Gaaying Gw
K’aaxada Gw

Gandll K‘in Gw

Yahguu ‘Laanas

Jiilinjaaws

K’ang.Guu

Tllgang Xang

Gaduu
Chiina GawGa Kun

Juu K’yuu

SGil Jin

Sk’iina

Kingts’ii Gw

TlldaGaaw HllGaaga

T’amdal

Sk’aagii

Ts’iisgii Gw

Hlgyaads

Xuuya

Tluu Guhlanaa

Gaahll Sgaagas

Xuuya Gandlaa

Hl’yaalang

Sgidlii

Gwaayah

Hlk’yah

Gwii Gwul

K’uuna

Kid HlGaajiiaaw

Kunxalas

Kyaajii

Iitl’lgas Kun

Taaw sdalee
Yaagunn Kun

K’aanuuwaas

Gaahllns Kun

K’ing Gw

Hltaalan Kun

Xang Gw

Xuud Ts’iixwaas

Sk’udas

Hlgay

Hlkinul

K’aalang.iid

T’aanuu
HlGaadlln

T’aang.all

Gw DaaGaaw

K’uust’an K
SGaalgas

King.gii

SGaana Gw

Ts’uu’iid

Hltaalan Gw

Gas Giids

Xilts’ii

Tl’lxingas

Yaawgas

K’uuna Gw

K’aadasGuu Siiwaay

w

Diinal

Kunts’ii

Skiina

K’il Kun

G Da’uhl

Jiigwah

K’aasda

K’aasda

K’aadasGuu

Tlall Kun

Ts’iiGugiiga

K’il

Hlgaagilda

K’aasda Siiwaay

Kil Sdiihl GawGa

T’ awts’ii Guula Gw

Sah ‘Laana

Tllga Haana

Gaats’ iGundaay
Gal Hlgiljing
Ts’uuna

Gawu Kuns

Gw XiiGaaw

Xaayna

Hlgaayxa

Maagan
‘Laanas

Siigaay

K’aal T’awts’ii

Xu’aduus

Hlgihlaa ‘aalaa

Sgang.an

Tsaawan

Tsaawan Kun

Gaauu

Daxwaa Kun
K’yaluu Hlgaas

Hldaays

Daxwaa

Sk’aay

Lam’aay

Kwiid

Tlall

Nee Duu

‘Waadan

Tlaga Gaawtlaas

Hlgaa Gaat’as

Hlgaaxid
Kay

Ts’iinuu

Talaasdawee
Taas Kadlee

Kwiid Siiwaay

Sgwaagan

Tl’lna

‘Waan Kun

Kamdis

Guuhlga

Yaan
Gaaw Kun
Gad Gaywaas
lits’aaw
K’aayang
Gaaw Kaahlii
S’guhljuu Kun

Kyaawan

Gaadang

K’ungyiilang

Wilaa

Miiyaa Kun

Xaaying.nga

K’ayxada

Chiina Daanaay

Taa Suu

Yaagun

Kwah Kujuus

Xuutuu

Gaadagas Sgwaanans

GawGa Jins

Gad

Daajing.giids

Xaana

Taanaa

Juu Ts’agas

Saahldangkun

Maamin

Gasins
Gawjaaws

Tsiij

Diina

K’iijis

Dllgaanga

Galdang.Nga

Ga Sindas

Gaahlandaay ‘Laa

Gw Daan

Ts’uu Guus Gawga

Aaganguu

Taan St’aay Kun

Kaayjuu

Stan Hlaay Kun

Kay Gaws Kun

Kaayjuut Kun

Guu’ll Gw

Kaysuun

Gaw Galang K’iid

Ts’aahl

Jiinang.nga

Ga Taa

Tllgaduu

Yaagun Siiwaay

Juus Kaahlii

Aayan

Xuuj Gahl

Duwang Kun

Yahguu Kadlee

K’ust’aan Gyuwee

Needan

Da’ulgaay

Tanguu Xyuu

‘Laaginda

Xang Gan

Taajii

Chaahl’uu

Jiingasii

Skaats ‘ints’ii

Kya’aaw

Gandll Kuns

Daatlaman

Aawan Suwee

Laana.angsals

Galgam

K’iinaa Kun
Kwaa K’iiyaas

Sk’aawats

Taaw Sdang

Dis.tlans

Kang

Yaats

Tl’aas Kun

Aayan Suwee

Hlgaawan Kun

Xaa

Tlaga Gii Gagangs

Jaalan

‘Laana Hildans

Gawyaa

Ts’ii

T’aanaa

Styuu

Kayd Gaw Gaaw

Gid Gang

Stan Sinaats Kun

K’aas

Diinan

Chaal’uu Kaahlii
Gaysina

K’aa K’ana

Hlgundii Kun

Taa Kun
Yaa Stl’ang
Ts’aahl

T’aat’uu

K’ay K’idaads

Gids

Gaada Kungawaay Skil Giiwaay

Jihluu Kun

Kaa.nuu

Gwaay St’ah

K’aang Gwaay

Suut’ Suwee

K’yuusda

K’iis

Kwaa Sk’udts’uwaas

Skut’algang

Kilsaa

Ginda Kun

Hlkyuu Kaahlii

Gadga’iinans

Sk’iiluu

Kuuna Kun

Naasduu

Gaat’angaas

Xuusuu

Tl’ak’aa

Ahluu Kaahlii

Sgud Kun

Western red cedar, Yellow cedar, Western Hemlock, Sitka
spruce
What: Harvesting (weaving, food, medicine)
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Small axe, carving knife

Xwa.aduu Kun

Gawd.uns

Yaak’u

T’aaam Stl’ang

K’ayandaas Kun

Kay Kadlee

Tl’iiduusda Gagadee

Kayy Kaahlii

Tii.aan

Xunann

What: Crab fishing
When: Tide-dependent
Materials: Boat, crab net, table stove, cooking pot

Kayd

Tii

K’wii Tlagee

Dungeness crab, pea crab, red king crab, spider crab

K’ust’aan

What: Clam digging
When: Tide-dependent (low tide is best)
Materials: Car, bucket, shovel, table, jars

Pacific razor clam, butter clam, horse clam

K’yuudang

What: Fishing, processing fish
When: Season-dependent
Materials: Boat, basin, table, fish net

Salmon, herring, halibut

Chiina
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Figure 36: Model of the Archipelago of Haida Gwaii, CNC on Yellow Cedar

Figure 37: Artifacts from the archipelago
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nee kun (rose spit)
At the beginning of this thread, we visit nee kun, also known as Rose Spit.
This is the place where the first Haida were found, hiding fearfully in a clam shell.
They were found by Raven, a creature known to be curious and playful, who
coaxed them to leave the shell to “join him in his wonderful world”. At first the
humans were afraid but curious and made their way out of the shell to become the
first Haida.
When you reach this spit, which takes a bit of a hike to get to, it isn’t hard to believe that you are absolutely somewhere special. It is a point where two bodies of
water meet, and it feels as though the world is somehow defying all of the laws that
it gave itself. How can waves crash into each other? How can the sky be completely dark and moody in one moment and then so hopeful in the next?
This story has always resonated with me because I think it is also a metaphor for
human nature and our inherent fear of the unknown. There are so many parallels
that I can draw between this story and my own as I have begun this journey to
become a landscape architect. There are days where I am in that shell completely
avoiding the world because I don’t understand it, there are days where I am in the
shell with my head poking out and letting my insecurities of failure keep me from
leaving the shell, and there are days when I feel like I have the strength to get out
of there and move forward.
(Top to bottom)
Figure 38: Hiking Nee Kun, Author’s Photograph, May 2018
Figure 39: Bill Reid’s sculpture, Raven & the First Men. Author’s Photograph, March 2019
Figure 40: Reaching the end of Nee Kun, Author’s Photograph, May 2018
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taaw (tow hill)
Our next stop is Tow Hill. A fantastic space that defies the flatness it is surrounded
by.
The hill is named taaw, who once lived in juus kaahli in the South with his brother.
His mother would feed them dogfish but taaw felt like he wasn’t getting enough.
So he decided to leave juus kahli and made his way up the Massset inlet to Masset
and then found a new home East beside the Hiellen River to where we can see him
today. Taaw and his brother have a rivalry too where his brother sends things his
way to attach and Taaw turns them to stone. For instance, his brother once sent him
a whale who you can still see breaching today.
This space is exhibits a wide range of emotions and it is what I adore about it. From
blasting winds at the top of Taaw, to excitement as the stone whale breaches, to
immense calm as you enter the quiet forest that is nestled in between more active
spaces, you are forced to face the extremes of the islands.
Figure 41: Top of Taaw, Author’s Photograph, January 2019				
Figure 42: Pathway in the forest of Taaw, Author’s Photograph, January 2019		
Figure 43: A moment of silence in the forest of Taaw, January 2019			
Figure 44: At the base of Taaw, January 2019
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guuhlGa siiwaay

(spirit lake mountain)

This site was chosen, more as an ode to the forests of Haida Gwaii, because there
is something special about them. Within these forests are culturally modified trees
from hundreds of yers ago and moss so thick that it absorbs all the sound and
it feels as though it holds everyones secrets. You feel completely anew walking
amongst these trees and breathing in the fresh air.
I have always struggle to articulate what is so special about these forests, and so
I think it is best to share this passage from Lucy Bell’s dissertation Xaad Kilang
T’alang Dagwiieehldang - Strengthening Our Haida Voice:
“And then there’s a way to learn to be become invisible. You lay in the ground,
usually in the muskeg where there’s moss and you stop thinking. You stop thinking
when it’s clear, you can hear the earth breathe; you know you’re invisible. We used
to play that as kids. It was all taught to us to go down inside. To find that strength
inside so you could sense the presence of the ancestors. In the forest, we have to
meditate and pray. Where we go to pick medicines and berry pick, I offer tobacco
to mother earth, especially when I’m getting cedar. I can hear the trees swaying
and sometimes I know it is the ancestors. It’s giving your eyes, ears and heart over
to the ancestors. It doesn’t happen enough, that connection. We went into the forest
and had to be with a tree, we had to leave our stuff, put it in the moss, not hidden
but for the wind to take it away.”
(Top to bottom)
Figure 45: Forest along the Cape Fife trail, Author’s Photograph, January 2019		
Figure 46: Culturally modified tree along the Golden Spruce Trail, Author’s Photograph, January 2019
Figure 47: Moss & mycellium along the Cape Fife Trail, Author’s Photograph, May 2018		
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hlGaa k’aayhllna

(balance rock)

what a curious place
a rock that stands on its own
without a care in the world
with no history or story about its life
as though it has balanced on its own
since the dawn of time
Balance Rock sits at the edge of Skidegate. It has no history, no scientific
explanation, it just is. There are many recent stories of people trying to topple
down the rock, and yet it still stands today.
This space is also home to clams. Teachers from the elementary school frequently
bring their students to this area, to both marvel at balance rock and to teach the
students about how to dig for Pacific Razor clams during low tide.
Figure 48: Balance Rock, Author’s Photograph, January 2019		
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jiidalda

(building tumble down)

they build walls
but didn’t
they realize
that walls can break
and from that rubble
we make gold

The coast along Skidegate was once the front yard for the community that lived there.
Facing the water, greeting the waves and the whales stood longhouses that housed the
village. Instead of cars at the front door, there were canoes. Instead of cut green grass,
basket grass and eel grass would rustle in the wind. The villages were built to fit into the
grooves of the coast, they were related to the ocean.
Figure 49: Skidegate in the late 1800s, from George F. Macdonald’s Haida Monumental Art (1983), pp. 41
Figure 50 (next page): Skidegate in the late 1800s, from George F. Macdonald’s Haida Monumental Art (1983), pp. 17
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What we see today on the coast is terribly different.
In a clear attempt to exert power and disregard what the Haida lifestyle once was, the
Canadian government created the reservation system and forced those who had survived
the small pox epidemic to be constrained to the boundaries of one area on their land.

Figure 51: Traditional relationship of Haida housing to the ocean in Skidegate

But the government didn’t just delineate where the Haida were allowed to be, they also did
everything in their power to forcibly remove the community from the way that they had
always lived.
Today First Road continues to line the coast, and houses line up against it. But the road is
in front of the house.
As you walk towards the coast, you come upon another obstacle—retaining walls. Poorly
done retaining walls that at times make absolutely no sense.
One elder mentioned in the Haida Gwaii Observer that “I also heard about how you could
walk to the beach and harvest clams –until the rocks were moved.”
For a community who lived on the beach, they can no longer access the beach.
So what would happen if we were to take away those walls and help to rebuild a space that
people will want to go to. A space where people can reconnect to the coast?

Figure 52: Current relationship of Haida housing to the ocean in Skidegate
		

I have titled this project jiidalda which translates to “building tumbling down” because
my aspiration is just that. This deisgn examines how the coast might be reclaimed for the
community, primarily through the re-use and re-deisgn of these walls that stand in the way.

Figure 53: Construction diagram of wall take-down & re-use
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Step 1: Access

Step 2: The Wall

Step 3: Circular Spaces

A graded path goes along the entire coast of
Skidegate and connects to a larger hiking island-wide
path.

The current concrete retaining
walls get torn down and the area is
re-graded to a form similar to what
it once was.

Circles are a recurring pattern in Haida culture. You can see this in their
traditional dances, the spatizliation of their potlaches and ceremonies in which
the community gathers around something in the middle, and we can see this in
their interpretation of time through the moon and life cycles of living beings.

Because of how tall the walls can get, this space is
generally only be accessed by able-bodied individuals, and it is very difficult for elders to make their way
down to the water. This design focusses specifically
on connecting the area between the Skidegate Haida
Immersion Program and the Skidegate Youth Center.
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Inspired by Margie Ruddick who takes the old and turns it into something
new, I propose a series of circular divets into the re-graded landscape. The
concrete that has been broken up can be used to line these circles and willow
would be planted in tandem with the concrete in the hopes that the willow one
day overtakes and breaks it down while reinforcing the walls of the circles.
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Each circle has theme/action:
Eating
Storytelling
Gather / Connect
Preparing food
Gardening
Play
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Figure 54: Perspective, Storytelling Circle at the Skidegate Waterfront, 1:50
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xanjuu gii

(many travels)

the canoe has lived a long life
it has journeyed to waters far & wide
swam with whales
visited old friends
and new
and before its journeys on the water
it was once a tree
not just any tree
this tree had a destiny to go on adventures that the other trees could never imagine
The coast at the Haida museum is one of the most dynamic spaces I have had the pleasure of witnessing. It is a space where it feels as though nature is bending the rules and
playing games with you. There are days where you can witness a whale breaching. There
are days when the horizon line disappears, and the sea and sky have become their own
entity. There are days where the sky is moody and the clouds dance with the mountains.
The Haida museum is also an incredible space. Replicating a traditional Haida village,
Kay llnagay has become a hub for the community to gather and learn about their culture. The museum is set up into a series of rooms, each with their own name. There is
no Haida word for room, so instead each space becomes a house…”house for storing
things”, “house for eating”, “house for performing” (Figure 56).
Figure 56: Section of the Haida Heritage Center
Figure 57: Diagram of a typical Haida Canoe, adapted from Tluuwaay ‘WaadluxanL Mathematical Adventures,
School District 50
Figure 58 (next page): Site Plan, Haida Heritage Center

Figure 49: Skidegate in the late 1800s, from George F. Macdonald’s Haida Monumental Art (1983), pp. 41
Figure 50 (next page): Skidegate in the late 1800s, from George F. Macdonald’s Haida Monumental Art (1983), pp. 17
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Figure 59: Long Section of the canoe dock

What intrigued me the most were the Carving House and First Canoe House,
as both spaces were designed to house traditional Haida canoes. I found it
so interesting that the canoes have homes indoors, and yet when they are
brought out to the water in front of the museum, their path is not obvious.
In fact the outdoor space of the museum is not designed in a way that
convinces visitors to exit the building and venture outdoors.
Thus the goal behind this site was to bring people to the “front yard” of
the Haida museum; to allow people to look back at the traditional layout of
space and really understand its relationship to the land and the water.
The language educators who I spoke with also mentioned a few times how
the Haida Heritage Center is an extremely important place to bring students,
however it can be challenging to bring them outdoors as the weather can be
quite temperamental.
This intervention is designed in the hopes that teachers and students can
remain outdoors, while having optimal views of the ocean and the Haida
Heritage Center. Made to resemble a whale, which are known to come and
visit the area on a regualr basis, the canoe dock sits in front of the Canoe
House. Long enough to accomodate even the largest of Haida Canoes, the
dock provides a space to easily get in and out of a canoe. It also provides
a space for sheltered story telling where students can daydream about new
and old worlds.

Figure 60: Plan of the canoe dock
Figure 61: Section of the canoe dock
Figure 62 (following page): Perspective of site, mythological creatures adapted from the Haida Nation’s Ocean Way of Life Poster
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Final Notes

(to be continued)

The focus on turning each space into a story was central to my project, and as such I
felt that my final presentation needed to reflect this storytelling aspect. The intent was to
have those in attendance to sit in a circle and be forced to interact in the presentation in a
way that we don’t usually do in an academic setting. I wanted to shift the language of my
project to something that could be accessible and engaging to everyone in attendance. I
think that this is something that could be reflected on more in the field, how do we make
these conversations more accessible? How do we get more people outside of our field
involved and interested in design?
I struggled with this project in many ways, because I was tackling really complex issues
of how we design in a way that decolonizes and works towards reconciliation. There
aren’t any answers out there about how to do this, and this is an attempt in that direction. I
anticipate that this will be a lifelong journey of learning and un-learning, and I very much
look forward to it.
What I know for sure is that my role in all of this, is to use the knowledge I have
acquired through my training in landscape architecture, to facilitate and fulfill what a
community wants and needs. This project is by no means complete, the next steps of
this project involve returning to the Haida Nation and presenting the current stage of this
work. These proposals are not set, and if the community is interested, that these projects
will go through many more iterations based on what the community feels is appropriate
for them. I am excited to see what comes next.
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Appendix C

Appendix D

Interview Questions - Haida Gwaii School District 50

Interview Questions - Skide

gate Haida Immersion Program & the X̱aad Kil Office In Old Masset

Re: Research Study: Language & Landscape: The role of landscape architecture in indigenous language revitalization – Haida
Gwaii, BC

Re: Research Study: Language & Landscape: The role of landscape architecture in indigenous language revitalization – Haida
Gwaii, BC

The following are a list of sample questions that may be asked to guide the interview;

The following are a list of sample questions that may be asked to guide the interview;

On Teaching Haida

On Teaching Haida

1. How long have you been teaching Haida?

1. How long have you been teaching Haida?

2. What is the average amount of time in a week that students learn Haida?

2. What is the average time commitment for students?

3. Are there ever intensive courses given on the language?

3. What are the general commitments for students? Are there students who visit on a regular basis?

4. How long is a typical lesson?

4. Are there ever intensive courses given?

5. What types of resources or facilities do you rely on to help teach the language? (Chalkboard, seating,

5. Are students taught individually or in a group setting?

desks, projector, etc.)

6. How long is a typical class or lesson?
7. Do classes typically take place in the evening or during the day?

On Teaching Spaces
1. Describe to me the spaces where Haida is currently being taught.
2. In what ways are these spaces helpful for teaching and learning the language?
3. In what ways could these spaces be improved?
4. Do teachings ever take place outdoors?
5. Are there any instances where teaching would be better suited to an outdoor setting?
6. Do you feel that teaching outdoors is helpful for students to understand the language?
7. Is weather ever an influence on if you will be teaching outdoors?
8. If you do teach outdoors, are there any resources or facilities that you need to help with your teaching?
(Rain protection, seating, waterproof materials, etc.)
9. Could lessons be taught while walking along a trail? Do students need to be sitting?
10. Are there any places outdoors where you like to teach?
11. Are there any spaces on the islands or in Skidegate/Old Masset where you wish you could take students
to teach language outdoors?
12. Are there any spaces on the islands or in Skidegate/Old Masset that you hold a strong personal
connection to?

8. Do classes take place more in the summer months or the winter months?
9. What types of resources or facilities do you rely on to help teach? (Chalkboard, seating, desks, projector,
etc.)
On Teaching Spaces
1. Describe to me the spaces where Haida is currently being taught.
2. In what ways are these spaces helpful for teaching and learning the language?
3. In what ways could these spaces be improved?
4. Do teachings ever take place outdoors?
5. Are there any instances where teaching would be better suited to an outdoor setting?
6. Do you feel that teaching outdoors is helpful for students to understand the language?
7. Is weather ever an influence on if you will be teaching outdoors?
8. If you do teach outdoors, are there any resources or facilities that you need to help with your teaching?
(Rain protection, seating, waterproof materials, etc.)
9. Could lessons be taught while walking along a trail? Do students need to be sitting?
10. Are there any places outdoors where you like to teach?
11. Are there any spaces on the islands or in Skidegate/Old Masset where you wish you could take students
to teach language outdoors?
12. Are there any spaces on the islands or in Skidegate/Old Masset that you hold a strong personal
connection to?
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Appendix E
Consent Form

OPTIONAL PARTICIPANT INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM

Language & Landscape: The role of landscape architecture in indigenous language revitalization – Haida Gwaii,BC

Purpose
You are invited to participate in one-on-one interviews about your opinions on the Haida language and
its relation to the local environment as well as spaces for teaching language outdoors. By speaking
about your role in the language revitalization movement, and your experiences and opinions about
spaces where you teach Haida, you can help with the production of a semi-public document consisting
of written and visual information produced by the primary researcher & designer, Michelle GagnonCreeley. The final production of visual information will be given back to the community.
This study will be conducted with the consent of the Council of the Haida Nation. Michelle GagnonCreeley, the primary researcher, is a graduate student in the Master of Landscape Architecture program
at the University of British Columbia and can be reached by phone at
or via e-mail
at mcreeley@mail.ubc.ca. The study will be supervised by the principal investigator Cynthia Girling, a
landscape architecture professor at the University of British Columbia and can be contacted at (604)
822-0438 or via e-mail at cgirling@sala.ubc.ca.
What will happen during the conversation?
The interviewer, Michelle Gagnon-Creeley, will ask you about your experiences with Haida language
revitalization— role in the language revitalization movement, the relationship of the Haida language to
the local environment, what kinds of spaces is the language currently being taught and if these spaces
are helpful for learning Haida. The researcher will also ask about if there are any outdoor spaces of
importance in your community or on the Graham island where language lessons could be taught. The
researcher will visit these sites of significance and observe them through photography and on-site
sketching. You are free to bring any documented information (visual or written) to assist with speaking
about these experiences. The interview will last about 30-45 minutes and will be audio-recorded.
Voluntary Participation
You are in full control of your participation in this conversation. You can change your mind about your
involvement at any point. If after the conversation, you decide that you would not like your interview
used to produce written and visual information, feel free to contact the primary researcher, Michelle
Gagnon-Creeley, to retract your consent.
Anonymity
Your name will remain confidential in the reference list of community member involvement. You have
the choice to have your name identified or not in the interview, and you may change your mind on this
at any point. The researcher will send you the transcript of the interview once it has been completed so
you can confirm its final content. At that point, you would be able to make any changes – or withdraw
your comments completely if you decide you’d prefer not to be quoted at all in the final paper.

Principal investigator, Cynthia Girling, at UBC for 5 years once digitized. Original forms will be
destroyed.
This study will build on knowledge about language and place-based learning in Indigenous
communities. You are being invited because you have knowledge about the Haida language and your
experiences with teaching Haida.
Sharing the Study
Your participation will help the researcher develop ideas about how teaching language in outdoor
spaces. Your participation will assist the researcher with the production of a research document and a
hypothetical design proposal comprised of a written analysis, maps, diagrams and other imagery. The
research will not result in a journal publication. The research will be documented in a private, selfpublished report and will not be publicly accessible. This document will be given to the Council of the
Haida Nation, the Skidegate Haida Immersion Program, the X̱aad Kil Office and School District 50
Haida Gwaii to be used at their discretion.
The information could also be used in the following ways;
• Presentation to the community
• Presentation for the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture at UBC
If you wish to receive a personal digital copy of the results, please contact the primary researcher.
Contacts
If you have any questions regarding this study you may contact Michelle Gagnon-Creeley, the primary
researcher at
, or by e-mail at mcreeley@mail.ubc.ca or Cynthia Girling, the
Principal research supervisor at cgirling@sala.ubc.ca.
If you have any concerns or complaints about your rights as a research participant and/or your
experiences while participating in this study, contact the Research Participant Complaint Line in the
UBC Office of Research Ethics at 604-822-8598 or if long distance e-mail RSIL@ors.ubc.ca or call toll
free 1-877-822-8598.
Your signature below indicates that you understand the above conditions of participation in this study
and that you have been able to have any questions answered by the primary researcher.

__________________________
Name of Participant

__________________________
Signature

__________________________
Date

Confidentiality and Disposal of Data
Consent forms will be kept in a locked briefcase until they will be scanned and secured on a passwordprotected, encrypted USB key. All transcribed audio-recordings of the interviews will be kept on this
password-protected, encrypted USB key. The USB key will be stored in the locked office of the
H18-02742
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